Abstract-A miniaturized and high-sensitive electric field sensor based on liquid crystal (LC) infiltrated photonic crystal (PC) cavity is proposed, by combining the excellent resonant properties of PC cavity with the good demodulation properties of Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI). When external electric field is applied, the refractive index of LC will alter due to the electro-optic effect, and thus the corresponding resonant wavelength of PC cavity will also change. The wavelength shift of the transmitted light of PC cavity can be monitored by detecting the output intensity of MZI, and then enables the detection of the external electric field. With using finite difference time domain (FDTD) method, the wavelength sensitivity of the PC cavity is analyzed and optimized, and then the linear relationship between the output intensity of MZI and the external electric field is calculated. Results demonstrate that a quasilinear measurement of electric field can be achieved with high sensitivity of 7 nW per V/m and detection limit of 0.143 V/m.
due to their peculiar merits, such as avoidable electric field distortion during measurement, inherently immune to electromagnetic noise and interference, possible for remote measurement, and rapid response speed [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Particularly, optical sensors are also suitable for the measurement of electric fields that generated during lightning stroke, switching surge, and electricdischarge experiments. On the other hand, many efforts have been devoted to develop high-sensitive and miniaturized electric field sensors [9] , for implementing high-precision, portable, and low power measurement of electric field with strong functionality and wide application. However, the further minimization of sensing device is usually accompanied with an obvious increment of optical loss, which seriously restricts the development of miniaturized sensor.
In recent years, in order to effectively decrease the size of optical sensor and make the volume of sensor down to nanoscale, the most favorable method is to use photonic crystal (PC), which is formed by periodically arranging regularly shaped materials with different dielectric constants in one substrate. One of the basic properties of PC is the photonic band gap (PBG), which makes PC suitable for guiding and manipulating light at scale of optical wavelength. The propagation of light whose wavelength is located within the wavelength range of PBG will be forbidden [10] , [11] . However, once some intentional defects (such as adjusting local positions or radii of air holes, changing lattice constant, and infiltrating liquid into certain air holes) are introduced in PC, its structural periodicity will be broken, and the light whose wavelength is located within the wavelength range of PBG may transmit through the PC, making it possible to project the transmission path of specific light. Particularly, by precisely controlling the introduced defect structure, the output light can reach a resonant state, and then it will present strong field confinement and exhibit long photon lifetime (namely, high quality factor Q) at the defect region of PC [12] . This defect structure is called as PC cavity. These characteristics give rise to an optical mode of PC cavity with a certain resonant wavelength that is highly sensitive to local changes of defect holes. Besides, the periodic air hole of hole-typed PC is a natural candidate for storing liquid, and the inner variations of defect holes will arouse much more strong influence on propagating light [13] . Based on these properties, many PC cavity based sensors (e.g., refractive index sensor, gas sensor, and biochemical sensor) have been demonstrated [14] [15] [16] , which showed fascinating merits of ultra-compact size, high spectral sensitivity and more suitable for on-chip integration.
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Due to the high dielectric anisotropy and complex alignment structure of liquid crystal (LC), the refractive index variation of LC can reach up to 0.2 RIU (refractive index unit) in response to external electric field [17] . Therefore, LC has been exploited as a sensitive material in novel optical devices [18] , and also in fundamental research on high-sensitive sensors based on LC infiltrated PC fiber [19] , LC infiltrated fiber grating [20] , LC infiltrated Fabry-Perot cavity [21] , and LC infiltrated PC [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . Recently, it was demonstrated that the properties of PC can be dynamically controlled after its fabrication, by infiltrating LC into certain air holes of PC and adjusting the external electric field [27] , [28] . In 2008, Smith et al. demonstrated how to infiltrate the required LC into "lines" or "stripes" of air holes of PC by using a tapered glass micro-tip [29] , which opens up a highly promising platform for LC infiltrated PC in the applications of reconfigurable PC cavity [30] , tunable slow light in PC waveguide [28] , and PC switch [31] .
In this paper, by using the high sensitivity of LC to external electric field and the good resonant property of PC cavity to refractive index of defect holes, we demonstrate that a high-sensitive and miniaturized electric field sensor can be realized based on a LC infiltrated PC cavity. Besides, a low-cost and high-precision optical fiber Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) is utilized to demodulate the output resonant spectrum of PC cavity. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section II, the specific structure and analysis model of the proposed electric field sensor are presented; then in Section III, the resonant property of PC cavity is optimized by adjusting local structural parameters; finally in Section IV, the sensing results of the proposed electric field sensor are analyzed and discussed.
II. STRUCTURAL DESIGN AND THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF ELECTRICAL FIELD SENSOR
A structure diagram of the proposed electric field sensor is shown in Fig. 1 . The sensing unit is a PC cavity, and LC is infiltrated into the air holes of defect region. After the light beam being emitted from a light source went through the PC cavity, the central wavelength of output light, namely the resonant wavelength of PC cavity, would shift with the structural parameters of defect holes. Therefore, the wavelength range of the light source should cover the variation range of resonant wavelength of PC cavity. Here, an amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) with working wavelength ranging from 1500 to 1580 nm and output power of 100 mW was used as the light source. Besides, considering the PBG width of PC, the light source should be operated at the TE-like polarization condition. The output light of PC cavity would be transmitted into a MZI demodulation unit to monitor its wavelength shift, and then be detected by a photo detector. At last, the data would be processed and displayed by a computer. The MZI is composed of two 2 × 2 couplers and two interference arms with certain length difference (namely, optical path difference). Its working process is that: the input light signal of MZI, which is also the output light of PC cavity, will be equally divided into two signals by a 2 × 2 coupler (coupler 1); Then, the two signals will be separately transmitted into the two arms of MZI; Finally, they will be gathered and interfered with each other at the input terminal of another 2 × 2 coupler (coupler 2).
Regarding to the electric field sensor, a change of external electric field E will induce the refractive index variation of LC that infiltrated in PC cavity, which will in turn change the output resonant wavelength of PC cavity. As a result, the output intensity of MZI will vary with the external electric field, which can be used to measure the external electric field. This is also the measurement principle of our proposed electric field sensor based on LC infiltrated PC cavity. And the measurement sensitivity of the proposed electric field sensor can be expressed as:
where S n = dn/dE represents the refractive index sensitivity of LC to external electric field, whose value is determined by the property of LC and is a fixed value once the type of LC is definite; S λ = dλ/dn represents the wavelength sensitivity of PC cavity to refractive index of infiltrated holes, whose value is determined by the resonant property of PC cavity; and S I = dI/dλ represents the demodulation sensitivity of MZI, which equals to 1.4 mW/nm in our design. Therefore, we can conclude that the measurement sensitivity of the proposed electric field sensor can be greatly increased by enhancing the S λ , which can be realized by optimizing the structural parameters of the LC infiltrated PC cavity.
III. MODELING AND OPTIMIZATION OF PC CAVITY Fig. 2 shows the detailed structure of LC infiltrated PC cavity. It is constructed on a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrate (n = 3.48). Particularly, in order to form a cavity, the LC will be infiltrated into six color-marked air holes (defect holes) and the radii r L of the six defect holes will be enlarged. The electric field is applied in the y-direction, due to that the external electric voltage applied in the electrode placed along the extraordinary axes will provide a preferential orientation for the LC molecules in the corresponding axis. The assumed LC orientation at zero electric field is along the z direction. It should be mentioned that the infiltrated holes nearest to the cavity have much more effect on the transmitted light. Besides, the more the number of infiltrated holes is, the higher the refractive index sensitivity (as well as the measurement sensitivity of electric field sensor) would be. However, for the structure of the proposed PC cavity, the flexibility and difficulty of LC infiltration will increase with the number of holes. Therefore, taking into consideration of the infiltration difficulty and the measurement sensitivity of electric field sensor, only the central six holes are selected as the infiltrated holes. The refractive index of LC is defined as n, which equals to 1.70 at zero electric field. Besides, the radius r C of the central hole of this ring cavity will also be changed to further optimize the resonant properties of the PC cavity. The radii of the bulk air holes are set to be r = 0.30a, where a = 350 nm is the lattice constant. The length, width and thickness of the final PC cavity are 36 μm, 11 μm and 220 nm, respectively. In the following simulation processes, the properties of PC cavity will be numerically investigated by using finitedifference time-domain (FDTD) method embedded in MIT's freely available software Meep [32] , and the effective refractive index of 2.87 will be selected for the slab with thickness h of 220 nm [33] . All simulations are restricted to TEpolarization state with time step of 2000, resolution of 10 and perfectly matched layer thickness of 1.0a.
By simulating the transmission spectra of PC when n = 1.50 and the r L is changed from 0.24a to 0.48a with an increment of 0.03a, it is found that the PC cavity can be formed until r L = 0.42a. Therefore, the wavelength sensitivity S λ and the quality factor Q of PC cavity are further calculated when n = 1.50 and the r L is changed from 0.42a to 0.48a with a fine increment of 0.01a. As shown in Fig. 3(a) , the S λ and Q all increase firstly and then decrease with the increase of r L . However, the S λ receives its maximum value at r L = 0.44a, and the Q receives its maximum value at r L = 0.46a. Taking full account of the influences of quality factor Q and wavelength sensitivity S λ on the detection limit of sensing system [34] , the final optimization value of r L = 0.46a is selected. For n = 1.50 and r L = 0.46a, the wavelength sensitivity S λ and the quality factor Q of PC cavity are calculated when the radius r C of the central hole is changed from 0.30a to 0.48a with an increment of 0.03a. As shown in Fig. 3(b) , the final optimization value of r C = 0.39a is selected. Finally, with the structural parameters of r L = Fig. 3 . Variations of wavelength sensitivity S λ and quality factor Q with the change of (a) defect radius r L and (b) defect radius r C , respectively. 0.46a and r C = 0.39a, the final optimization results of S λ = 300 nm/RIU and Q = 9050 are obtained.
By using the FDTD method, the transmission spectrum and electric field distribution of the optimized PC cavity (r L = 0.46a, r C = 0.39a) with the infiltrated refractive index of n = 1.50 are numerically calculated, as shown in Fig. 4 . As seen, there exists a very narrow peak at wavelength of 1523 nm, which is considered as the resonant wavelength of PC cavity. When the working wavelength of PC cavity is set to be 1523 nm, the y-component of electric field (Ey) distribution of the optimized PC cavity in x-y plane is shown in the inset of Fig. 4 , which demonstrates that there is a significant confinement of light energy within the defect cavity. Relative to the optical field at side walls of resonant cavity, it is easily observed that the optical mode of resonant cavity can strongly overlap with the defect holes. Fig. 5 shows the corresponding resonant spectra of the optimized PC cavity (r L = 0.46a, r C = 0.39a) for different refractive index n of infiltrated holes. It is shown that each resonant spectrum behaves like a narrow Lorentzian curve. When n changes from 1.54 to 1.64 with an increment of 0.02, the resonant wavelength of PC cavity will shift to longer wavelength with a linear wavelength sensitivity of S λ = 300 nm/RIU. As expected, the resonant mode of PC cavity is very sensitive to the refractive index variation of infiltrated LC, as well as the variation of external electric field, due to the large interaction strength between light and infiltrated material. Compared to the heterostructure PC cavity [35] , our proposed PC cavity has higher refractive index sensitivity. Besides, the heterostructure PC cavity needs to be carefully optimized and finely tuned to implement high refractive index sensitivity, which makes it has a low tolerance to fabrication deviation of PC. On the other hand, compared to the air-slot PC cavity [36] , our proposed PC cavity has lower refractive index sensitivity. However, the introduction of air slot in PC will add the coupling loss between conventional single mode fiber and PC device, which isn't suitable for the practical applications of PC cavity. By contrast, our proposed PC cavity has better refractive index sensitivity than most published works. In addition, our proposed PC cavity has the following two advantages: 1) it can be obtained by only increasing the radii of several holes, and thus it is much easier to fabricate; 2) the two straight waveguides at the input port and output port of the PC cavity can decrease the coupling loss between conventional single mode fiber and PC device. Therefore, the electric field sensor based on the optimized PC cavity can be well used in practical applications.
IV. SENSING RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
According to the interference theory, the output intensity of MZI is given by: where, I 0 , I are the input and output light intensities of MZI, respectively; φ is the phase difference between the two interference arms, which is related to the wavelength of input light λ, the length difference d and refractive index n of the two interference arms, and it can be expressed as:
where n is equal to 1.45; λ is centered at 1550 nm; I 0 is set as 1.0 mW; λ is the input light wavelength of MZI and it is also the transmitted light wavelength of LC infiltrated PC cavity, with spectral width Δλ of about 0.17 nm. For the proposed MZI, the corresponding coherent length of light source is about 14 mm (Δc = λ 2 /Δλ). Therefore, to demodulate the output resonant spectrum of PC cavity, the length difference d of MZI should be less than 14 mm. Besides, the shorter the length difference, the better the interference effect. However, the short length difference of two arms is difficult to control. Considering the above issues, the length difference d of MZI is defined to be 1 mm in this work. Combined with Eq. (2) and Eq. (3), we know that the intensity of output light of MZI will change with the wavelength shift of input light and the sensitivity can be up to S I = 1.4 mW/nm in the linear demodulation range of MZI.
In this design, the E7 type nematic LC, which is an anisotropic material consisting of rod-like molecules, will be used to infiltrate into the six defected holes of PC cavity. Usually, the effective refractive index of LC can be described as [28] :
where n e and n o are the extraordinary refractive index and ordinary refractive index of LC, and they are equal to 1.71 and 1.51 at wavelength of 1550 nm [28] ; ϕ is the director angle of LC. The electric field is applied to the PC cavity by means of two electrodes positioned on sides of x-z planes with distance of D = 11 μm. In this geometry, the electric field is applied perpendicular to the air-rod axis. Then, we can get the relationship between the electric field E that exerted on PC cavity and the effective refractive index n of LC, as shown in Fig. 6 . The corresponding refractive index sensitivity is S n = 0.01667 RIU per kV/mm. Combined with the resonant properties of the optimized PC cavity and the demodulation properties of MZI, we can further get the relationship between the output intensity of MZI and the electric field E when the external electric field is changed from 2.0 to 2.1 kV/mm. As shown in Fig. 7 , the output light intensity of MZI has a nearly linear relationship with external electric field, and the final measurement sensitivity of the proposed electric field sensor is about 7 mW per kV/mm (namely, 7 nW per V/m).
Due to the fact that the output spectrum of MZI is a sinusoidal signal, the linear demodulation region of MZI and the corresponding measurement range of the whole sensor are all limited. However, as the periodic variation of sinusoidal signal, it should be mentioned that the linear demodulation region of MZI and the corresponding measurement range of the whole sensor are all periodic. Therefore, the measurement range of sensor can be divided into several linear regions. Besides, the linear measurement ranges and the corresponding sensitivities can be determined once the configuration of sensor is fixed. When a large measurement range is needed, the sensor can work by using a premeditated calibration procedure: 1) after the original electric field was calibrated, the sensor known the original output light intensity of MZI and the measurement sensitivities of all linear regions; 2) then, the relative electric field can be measured and accumulated according to the change of light intensity; 3) finally, the measurement sensitivity will be altered once the electric field shifts into another linear region. As a result, the designed sensor can equivalently work in the measurement range of 2∼10 kV/mm under the condition that the variation of electric field is unidirectional. However, if the electric field is below than 2 kV/mm or above than 10 kV/mm, the refractive index of LC will be steady and the above modal analysis will no longer valid.
In addition, when considering the practical application of the proposed sensor, we should consider several uncertainties. Firstly, for the LC, it will be difficult to orient the LC, since it tends to anchor its orientation to the surface of air hole with small geometry [37] . Secondly, for the PC cavity, the resonant properties of PC cavity will be influenced by the fluctuation of surrounding temperature, so it is better to take some methods to reduce or compensation the influence of temperature [38] . Thirdly, for the infiltration of LC, the quality and control precision in the infiltration process determine the optical properties of the LC infiltrated PC cavity. It has been demonstrated in experiment that the infiltration method with using a computer controlled micropipette that actuated in three dimensions enables nearly single hole resolution of infiltration [39] . Fourthly, for the MZI, its demodulation precision will be influenced by the fluctuation of surrounding temperature and the intensity variations due to light source fluctuation, Fabry-Perot resonance, transmission variation through the PC cavity as the refractive index of LC is tuned, and spectral dependences of the coupler 1 and coupler 2 in the MZI. So far, many methods have been proposed to improve the demodulation precision of MZI [40] . It can be seen that the above four uncertainties will all influence the measurement sensitivity and detection limit of our proposed sensor. Fortunately, many theoretical and experimental results have demonstrated the technical feasibility to resolve the above problems. And we restrict the main research topic of this paper to the proof of the electric sensor based on LC infiltrated PC cavity. Therefore, considering the space limitation, the above problems will not be studied in this paper.
Recently, integrating multiple PC cavities on one monolithic substrate has attracted more and more attentions [41] , [42] , because of their merits such as ultra-compact size, high spectral sensitivity, and suitable for monolithic integration. As there are some other parameters that can induce a change of the RI of defect holes, the proposed PC cavity in this paper also offers the possibility to integrate much more cavities on a PC slab, and to realize the simultaneous measurement of multi-parameters.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a miniaturized and high-sensitive electric field sensor based on LC infiltrated PC cavity was proposed for the first time. The LC, whose refractive index would be changed along with the variation of external electric field, was used as the sensitive material and infiltrated into the defect holes of PC cavity. Combining the excellent resonant properties of PC cavity with the good demodulation properties of MZI, the proposed technology showed the following prominent advantages: (1) the sensing head is very small (at the micron scale) and handy, which has great potential in on-chip sensing applications; (2) it incorporates direct measurement of the output intensity of MZI and not the wavelength shift of transmitted light, so the cost of demodulation device can be greatly decreased while guaranteeing the measurement precision; (3) the measurement sensitivity is attractive, and in addition, a higher sensitivity can be expected by further optimizing the structural parameters of PC cavity to improve its wavelength sensitivity and quality factor. The proposed sensor can be well used in many fields of scientific research and engineering technology, especially in electronic circuit diagnostics, electromagnetic pollution, and microwave technology. The next target is to work toward the achievement of temperatureinsensitive electric field sensor based on LC infiltrated PC cavity, and the further engineering of PC cavity for simultaneous measurement of multi-parameters in one sensing chip. 
